
Shoulder – Hip Circles    of 21

S h ou l d e r  -  H i p  C i r c l e s
[Needs head support, towels or foam.] 
TEST:  Lying on back, run a midline down the body and feel if it is in the middle or off to one side.  (Place 

an imaginary stick from center of forehead down through nose.  Does the other end of the stick end 
up in the middle between your two heels or to the side?) 

1. OP.  Lie on your side.  Don’t choose.  Just let your body roll to its comfortable side, arms and knees 
resting on top of each other.  Head supported to be level with spine with towel or foam.  Ears should 
be approximately same distance from each shoulder.  Explore the position of your bent knees.   Not 
bent enough, not forward enough means you will need to use muscles of your trunk to stabilize.  
They will not be available for learning or change.  Too bent means you limit movement of the pelvis.  
Arms resting comfortably on the floor in front of you. 

2. Visualize a clock under you, centered under your floor shoulder.  12 o’clock toward your head, 6 
o’clock toward your feet, 3 and 9 o’clock are in front of you and behind.  Move the ceiling shoulder 
from 12 to 6 several times, headward and footward.  Then move your ceiling shoulder from 3 to 9 
several times, front and back of you. 

3. Now make a circle with your ceiling shoulder clockwise, and then counter clockwise.  Small circles, 
slowly. 

4.. With both arms outstretched in front of you, one hand on top the other (elbows straight, arms   
 perpendicular to the chest), move your ceiling shoulder towards 3 or 9 o’clock, forward of your chest, 

and back to center, S.T.  Keep the arms straight so the top hand slides over the bottom one.   
 Now, do the movement: 

a. As if the arm were being pulled forward from your fingertips by me and then released.  How is 
that different? 

b. As if the shoulder were being pushed from behind.   How is that different? 
c. Non-differentiated, so the movement comes from your ribs being pushed forward which pushes 

the shoulder forward.   How is that different? 
d. By your own initiation reach your arm forward.   How is that different? 

5. Repeat a, b, c, and d, moving your ceiling shoulder backwards to 9  or 3 o’clock, and back to center. 
REST   on your back 
6. OP, arms and legs stacked.   Place a clock under your floor knee.  Move the ceiling knee forward, in 

the direction of 3 or 9 o’clock, and return to center.   
 Now: 

a. Move the ceiling knee as if it were being pulled forward.  How is that different? 
 b. Move the ceiling hip as if it were being pushed forward.  How is that different? 

c. Now again bring your ceiling knee forward by your own initiation.  How is that different?  ... in 
your back?  ...in your floor hip? 

7. Now move your ceiling knee backwards.  Then repeat a, b, c.   How is that different? 
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REST 

8. OP on your side.  Move your ceiling shoulder and straight arm toward forward and your hip 
backward.  Then reverse it, shoulder and arm backward and hip forward.  Then alternate.  How do 
you move to organize to  move your hip forward and back?  What is happening in the links of the 
chain that connect from the base of your skull to the top of your sacrum?  How far toward your head, 
up your spine can you feel the vertebrae rotating as the hips move forward and back?  How far up 
your neck and down your spine can you feel the vertebrae twist as the shoulder moves forward and 
back? 

9. OP on your side.  Place ceiling arm, with bent elbow and palm comfortably on floor, near to chest.  
Glue palm to floor, allow free range in shoulder and 
Move shoulder and hip at same moment 

a. forward to 3 or 9 o’clock, ST 
b. down to 6 o’clock, ST 
c. backward to 9 or 3, ST 
d. upward to 12, ST 
e. make circles to to 3, 6, 9, 12, and reverse circle, ST 

10. Move shoulder and hip apart 12/6, and then together, ST. 

11. Move shoulder and hip apart 3/9 and then together, ST. 

12. Start shoulder at 12 and hip at 6,  
a. move both in clockwise direction, keeping the same relationship 
b. then counterclockwise, keeping the same relationship. 

13. Start shoulder at 6 and hip at 12.  Repeat clockwise and counterclockwise circles. 

14. Start shoulder at 3 and hip at 9, repeat circles in both directions. 

15. Start shoulder at 9 and hip at 3, repeat circles in both directions. 

16. Now start shoulder and hip at 12 and move shoulder clockwise and hip counterclockwise.  Just do the 
best you can.  Remember, it is your intention to execute the movement that causes the changes, not 
how perfectly you do it. 

17. Now start shoulder and hip at 12 and move shoulder counterclockwise and clockwise. 

18. Lie on back.  Scan body.  Feel the differences between the two sides.   
19. Gently get up and walk around.  How are the two sides different? 
20. Lie down.   TRANSFER.    Do P.L. 

21. Gently get up and walk again.  Is there less difference on the two sides?  How are your shoulders and 
hips organized differently?
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